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From the security desk…
Howdy neighbors! We are officially past the halfway point of summer. Hard to
believe it has passed so quickly. Well, enough of the chit-chat, and let’s get down
to business.
We have seen a lot of crime in our neighborhood this summer. If you are on
NextDoor you will see a lot of reports from not just our neighborhood but also
several other neighborhoods surrounding ours. It has been unfortunate and sad in
all honesty. So, one idea which has been circulating throughout several forums is
a neighborhood watch program. The traditional watch program would usually
consist of one or two people walking around the neighborhood with a walkie talkie
and looking for suspicious activity, and if seen, then calling the police. Although
this can be an effective solution it does open the door for possible problems and
safety concerns for all parties involved. So, one option we can consider is a watch
program with the use of security cameras.
First let’s talk some statistics.
 38% of reported assaults happen during a home invasion.
 More than 20% of Americans will be the victim of a home invasion or
burglary
 An estimated 3.8 million homes are broken into in the US annually
 One-third of all break-ins occur when someone is at home
 30% of reported home invasions or burglaries, the victim knew the assailant
 Violent burglaries have increased by more than 2%. This equates to nearly 4
million burglaries and 80 thousand victims
Given the above information it would make sense to consider an outdoor camera
to help prevent these issues from happening. See page 3 for suggestions on a
Video Camera Watch Program.
Joseph Schill

General Meeting Notice
The Bryan Place Neighborhood Association will hold its Fall
Membership meeting on Thursday, October 5
starting at 6:30 pm for drinks and a social. The meeting will
start promptly at 7pm and last about 1 hour.

Please put it on your calendar
See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Social Events

BPNA Calendar of Events
10-Book Club
24-Dinner on the Town
28-Sept Board Mtg

Sep

14-Book Club
21-Dinner on the Town

2-Board Meeting
5-Gen. Membership Mtg
12-Book Club
26-Dinner on Town
28-Pet Parade 11am
31-Party in the Park

The Bryan Place Book Club meets on the second
Thursday of each month. The BRYAN PLACE
BOOK CLUB will be reading the following in the
coming months:
August: Genghis Khan and the Making of the
Modern World by Jack Weatherford
A startling true history of how the Mongol conquests shaped
nearly every aspect of our modern world: borders, political philosophy, technology, commerce, clothing, art, literature, language, and music.

September: The Cowboy and the Cossack by

Clair Huffaker
Fifteen Montana Cowboys sail into Vladivostok with a herd of
500 longhorns, ready to cross the Siberian Wilderness. When a
band of Cossacks, Russia’s elite horsemen and warriors, shows
up to escort these rough Americans, a class of culture results.
Will nature and human enemies force them to work together?

Aug

Oct

Chairperson—Kim Callahan

THE BRYAN PLACE BOOK
CLUB

DINNER ON THE
TOWN at Sakhuu Thai
Located at 4801 Bryan Street. We will
meet at the restaurant at 6:30pm,
Thursday, August 24th. The meal will be served
family style for $22 per person plus tax and gratuity.
BYOB with $2 corkage fee. Please RSVP to Kim
Callahan at social@bryanplace.net by Tuesday,
August 22nd at 1pm. RSVP is REQUIRED for this
special dinner.
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Nov

6–Board Meeting
9-Book Club
16-Dinner on the Town
27-Dec Board/Decorate

If you are interested in joining us, please contact
Gaye Maris at
gayemaris@hotmail.com for the exact location
and time for each month.

Dec

Factoids for the Day

3–Holiday Party
14-Book Club

Bulk Trash Pick Up Starts:
Monday, Aug 21
Please place bulk trash out no sooner than 7 a.m.
Thursday prior to bulk pickup week through 7 a.m.
Monday of bulk pickup week. Thank you for helping
to keep Bryan Place beautiful! For more information
dial 311 or go online at: ww.dallascityhall.com.
Next Pick Up Week Starts:
Monday, Sept 18



The integrated circuit computer chip (which
became the microchip) was invented in Dallas in
1958



The Dallas Public Library permanently displays
one of the original copies of the Declaration of
Independence, printed on July 4, 1776, and the
First Folio of William Shakespeare's "Comedies,
Histories & Tragedies."

See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Chairperson—Joseph Schill

Possible Electronic Watch Program
When considering an electronic watch program, you need to become familiar on how to start. A good place
to start is mapping out the area to be surveilled. One can do so at using online maps (i.e. google maps) which
will help see the best areas to put a camera. You can also look at SpotCrime (or the Dallas Police
Department Crime Viewer) to see where the crimes are being committed so a system can cover those areas.
Now if you are working as a neighborhood (as we should) there are great options available for using several
cameras and linking them together. This style of monitoring is increasing exponentially in neighborhoods
due to better technology and affordable costs. I have done some reviewing of systems and cameras and will
offer a brief discussion below regarding key features of outdoor security cameras..
Wired cameras usually require professional installation. Wires can be difficult to hide and are vulnerable to
the weather. They may offer a clearer picture than the wireless versions. The wireless cameras are ideal for
outdoor installation. There is no reliance on a power source (they run on batteries), so there is no restriction
where they can be installed. The cameras also can be removed if a tenant moves to another location. Color
cameras provide a higher degree of footage vs a black and white camera but can be more expensive. Wideangle lens cameras are useful when covering a large area. Some cameras offer wider angles than others.
Once you determine the area of coverage you can figure out the best camera and angle, which can help
determine the number of cameras needed. Discreet vs non-discreet cameras is another feature worth
considering. If you want people to know you have a camera and you are looking to deter, a dome camera is
an option. We see these in department stores where it is in their best interest to let you know they are
watching you. A more discreet camera can eliminate knowledge of the camera, which helps prevent a
“snooper” from avoiding the line of sight. Infrared and night-vision cameras are helpful, especially since
crimes occur in the house when most occupants are sleeping. You also want to pick a good camera, which
can withstand the outdoor elements of rain, hot or cold temperatures, and wind. Now with that information,
I will include a few of the better reviewed outdoor cameras.
The best outdoor camera I found, or at least the most talked about, is the Nest Cam Outdoor. This camera
offers 24/7 streaming to a phone, tablet or computer with 1080p recording and good night vision. It offers
motion and sound alerts, two-way audio (so you can hear and talk), and digital zoom. There is a 130-degree
field of view. It is a wired camera; so if you are not savvy with electronics, you may need some help. You
can buy Nest Aware cloud storage ranging from $100-300 dollars per year depending on how much storage
time you need. This camera also communicates with other Nest home products which include smoke alarms
and thermostats which could be a side benefit.
Another brand worth mentioning is the Netgear Arlo Pro. This is a wireless camera. This one has a nice
rating with regards to outdoor weather. You can get some cloud-based storage for no additional cost. The
night vision may not be as good at the Next Cam. However, this camera does have a very long battery life,
wireless connectivity, and durability when exposed to outdoor elements.
Now, the information mentioned is very small in the scope to what is available. I urge anyone interested in
getting an outdoor camera to do their research. Again, the best part about outdoor cameras are the
technology and cost. A substantial improvement has occurred in both areas. If a neighborhood is interested
in creating an electronic watch program with this technology, it is very possible given most of the data can be
stored on the cloud with accessibility by several people.
Until next time…. Be observant, vigilant and neighborly.

Submitted by: Joseph Schill

See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Board Positions for the Coming Year
The Board of Directors for the Bryan Place Neighborhood Association helps keep our neighborhood informed,
well groomed, and represented before the City Council. The Directors plan and implement social activities and
group meetings to discuss neighborhood issues. They collectively manage all of these activities on behalf of
the neighborhood whether you are a member or not. In two months we will be seeking replacements for those
Board positions that will be vacant in the coming year. Give serious thought to volunteering for those positions
so the Board can continue to support our neighborhood. Below is a short description of each board position.
The description notes whether the incumbent would like to continue.
President - Linda Collins - Need

Membership - Gary Collins - Need












Call and preside at all Board and general membership
meetings
Represent the Association in its external relations
Insure Committee Chairpersons understand their
responsibilities
Assist chairpersons in making operating decisions
Monitoring and reporting to the membership any and all
activities of the various city boards, committees,
commissions, and City Council of the City of Dallas,
which affect or potentially affect the Bryan Place area.

Create the annual promotional campaign for members
Collect membership dues
Maintain an ongoing list of all paid members on the
Association’s website
 Publish a directory for the Association in even
numbered

Communications - Gary Collins - Need



Prepare and publish a monthly Bryan Place newsletter
Coordinate the newsletter’s distribution

Webmaster ‐ Phillip Bryan ‐ Stay
Vice President - Cotton Mendenhall - Possible Need  Maintain the Association’s website


Perform the President duties on request by, absent of
the President or his/her inability to perform
 Serve as Parliamentarian for Board and general
membership meetings.

Secretary - Sarah Jane Worrell-Bowdion - Stay
 Create minutes and maintain minutes of all
meetings of the Board and general membership
 Maintain all important documents, correspondence
and newsletters for the Association
Treasurer - Julia Brooks - Stay



Has custody of Association funds
Pay Association bills while maintaining all associated
receipts and records
 Provide a monthly written report for the Board
 Provide an annual report to the general membership
 File all Federal and State Tax Returns and required
reports

Social Chairperson - Kim Callahan - Stay



Plan and implement a quarterly social function for the
Association
 Coordinating monthly Dinner on the Town events for
the Association
 Coordinate social events as determined by the Board



Advise the Board of needed changes or revisions to the
website

Landscaping ‐ Carol Guthrie ‐ Need


Manage relations with contracted landscaping company
for common areas
 Select Yard Of The Month
 Provide a photo of the Yard of the Month with a
descriptive paragraph

Zoning - Amir Safvat - Possible Need


Maintain a copy of the Building and Use Restrictions
provisions associated with the various Bryan Place
developments
 Notify any person in violation of any restrictions of any
possible non-compliance to the appropriate Building
and Use Restrictions for their development
 Make a monthly written report of the inquiries received,
actions taken, and status of each instance of noncompliance.

Neighborhood Security - Joseph Schill - Stay


Organize and maintain appropriate neighborhood watch
systems
 Obtain and disseminate information of any criminal
activities in the Bryan Place area.
 Foster a healthy and close relationship between the
Bryan Place residents, Dallas Police Department.

We need your talents!!!
Your Willingness!!!!
To support our Whole Neighborhood
PLEASE VOLUNTEER TO SERVE
Tell any board member of your interest

AUGUST 2017
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Can you believe the rain we’re having this summer? It’s August and the grass in Exall Park is
still green instead of being covered with cracks
big enough to park a car in. This month’s Bryan
Place Yard of the Month makes good use of nature’s moisture. Gary and Joy Mitchell’s yard at
908 Pavillion Street, is an explosion of dark pink
and light green Caladium Bi-Colors. The Caladiums reflect the patio balustrade paint colors
and are framed with Asian Jasmin. (Did you
know that Caladiums grow wild in the rainforest?) Because Pavillion St. is one of the major
entrances into our neighborhood, the Mitchell’s
yard can be appreciated by residents and travelers alike. Joy and Gary, thank you for adding to
the elegance of Bryan Place.
Submitted by: Carol Guthrie

Bryan Place Neighbors Provide Help
Most of you heard, either through the grapevine or via NextDoor, that
the Cavasos family had their truck, trailer, and all their tools stolen
while working at the clubhouse in June. The Cavasos business does
the landscaping for the Pool and Neighborhood Associations as well as
for many individuals in the area. This was a devastating loss for their
small business, since their entire livelihood is dependent on their
equipment. But Bryan Place neighbors stepped up to give financial
support to this hardworking family business in their time of distress.
Wayne Smith took the lead in reaching out to neighbors who might be
interested in contributing money to help Albert and Jesus replace the
lost equipment. As is typical of the great people who live in Bryan
Place, many neighbors responded to the call for help. This is just
another example of the great sense of community that exists here in Bryan Place. A total of $3,070 was
collected. Compassion and generosity are some of the reasons this is such a great place to live. Here is a list of
all who gave money to help.
Bryan Place Swimming Pool Assoc.; Bryan Place Neighborhood Assoc..; David Allen; Belva Becker; Bill
Bloomgarden; Robert Brownstein; Sharon DeGarmo; Allan English; Carol and Darren Guthrie; Charlie Hill
Michael Jarvis; Joy and Gary Mitchell; Mary Louise Stuart; Sharon and Wayne Smith; Ray Webster; Eric and
Dawn Williamson

See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Community & Organization
Stepping Out Near Bryan Place
Full calendars of upcoming events for each of the following
cultural and entertainment centers can be found on their website
as noted. Events of particular note are listed.
Latino Cultural Center 2600 Live Oak Str - 214-671-0045
http://www.dallasculture.org/latinoculturalcenter/eventCalendar.asp
Klyde Warren Park 2012 Woodall Roger s Fr eeway - 214-768-2718
http://www.klydewarrenpark.org/Things-To-Do/index.html
Nasher Sculpture Center 2001 Flora Str - 214-242-5125
Free Admission on 1st Saturday of each month from 10am to 5 pm
http://www.nashersculpturecenter.org/Events-Calendar
Dallas Arts District 2403 Flora Str - 214 744-6642
http://www.thedallasartsdistrict.org/event-listing
Dallas City Performance Hall 2520 Flora Str – 214-671-1450
http://www.dallasculture.org/cityperformancehall/eventCalendar.asp
Dallas Museum of Art 1717 Nor th Har wood Str - 214 922 1818
Free museum admission every day – Special events for a fee
http://dallasmuseumofart.org/Calendar/index.htm
Morton H. Meyerson Symphony Center 2301 Flora Str - 214 670 3331
http://www.dallasculture.org/meyersonsymphonycenter/eventCalendar.asp?cat=0
&page=category&category=Free
Deep Ellum Entertainment Dist. 2630 E Commer ce Str – 214-748-4332

Monthly BPNA Board Meeting!
The Bryan Place Neighborhood Association board will meet on
August 28th at 7pm in the pool club house located on 3030
Adolph Street. Remember, anyone can attend these monthly
meetings and we encourage your participation. Next month’s
meeting will be held on October 2nd at the same location. Be
sure to put it on your calendar.

President’s Message
In June when Bryan Place experienced
an up-tick in crime, Councilman
Kingston’s office responded with a
request to Major Anderson at Dallas
Police Department for additional police
presence. The response was immediate.
Our community officer, Jeff LaBarba and
the other officers assigned to our area
increased their drive throughs. Maybe
you saw police cruisers parked in various
locations around the neighborhood at
various times.
We are very lucky to have such a good
and professional relationship with DPD.
That relationship has been excellent
during the 15 years that I have lived in
Bryan Place, not just during recent
episodes of increased crime. While Dallas
Police Department has areas that can be
improved, just like other departments and
organizations, they genuinely strive for
quality community policing and good
relationships. When you see one of
Dallas’s finest around the neighborhood,
take the time to wave or express your
appreciation if the opportunity presents
itself. Everyone responds to appreciation.
Just another note of interest. BPNA has
donated new stackable meeting chairs to
BPSPA clubhouse. If you have a chance,
stop by and take a look at the new
aluminum chairs.
Linda Collins, President

Advertiser Space
For SALE

$360 for 12 months
PleasecontactGaryCollinsat
collins3203@gmail.com. Or text to 903
857 9180

See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Zoning Chairperson—Amir Safvat

A Canopy by Hilton is currently
under construction near I75 just down the
road from our neighborhood. The prototype
was launched a couple of years ago by
Hilton, and it targets animated, socially rich
neighborhoods in emerging cities across the
nation. Located at the intersection of
Cityplace West and Oak Grove in Uptown
Dallas, the 150-room Canopy Dallas-Uptown
will be the hospitality highlight of Cityplace,
a master planned mixed-use luxury retail and
residential development. Project will feature
a restaurant and a rooftop bar, serving local,
healthful cuisine with evening wine and beer tastings when it opens in Fall 2017.
This project is another great example of a well-planned development that recognizes importance of
urban design, and captures the existing local culture and demographics. In recent years Dallas hospitality
market has become much more selective as well as competitive. Additionally, developers are facing new sociocultural challenges above and beyond typical political and economical ordeals that are traditionally associated
with a construction process. A successful hotel project can no longer be perceived as a free-standing lodging
isolated from its immediate urban landscape, and solely serving as a temporarily shelter for a brief time. Hotels
are now urban nucleus for information exchanging, technological show-casing, and social interactions. As a
result we will continue to see better quality hotel prototypes within the industry targeting the Dallas market as
one of their prime locations.
Holistically speaking, this type of mixed-use project typically stipulate energetic and adventurous
programs and integrate design strategies based on new urbanism, and cultural diversity. Such developments
greatly help identify the base of growth in the city, by pinpointing areas needing improvements, from
infrastructure and organizations to politics and economics, as well as art and cultural aspects. Hotel projects
like Canopy, bring distinctive travelers to an authentic yet transforming neighborhood allowing visitors to truly
experience a changing city from its inner roots while simultaneously providing them with opportunities to
indirectly shape the process. As they depart, visitors leave traces of their thoughts, influences, feelings, and
expectations behind and take memories and perhaps new revelations of a transforming city back home to share
with families, friends and coworkers.
Uptown Dallas has countless eateries, galleries, antique shops, boutiques and includes a unique complimentary
trolley line running from CityPlace to the Arts District. Guests are exposed to the popular Dallas areas.
Canopy hotel, positioned in a middle of it, complements the vibrant personality of the Uptown neighborhood
by appealing to travelers looking for an exclusive and upscale experience. The Hotel nicely blends into the
Uptown city fabric by featuring artwork from local artists, serving traditional, locally sourced food and drink,
and offering destination-specific welcome gifts. I am excited to see this project becoming reality and look
forward to experience many of its robust vibes soon. Amir Safvat

Advertiser Space
For SALE
$360 for 12 months

PleasecontactGaryCollinsat
collins3203@gmail.com. Or text to 214
See ME in COLOR! Please subscribe to our e-mail list. Just go online to bryanplace.net/subscribe.
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Membership Chairperson—Gary Collins (Temp)

Are you a Member???? If not, Why Not

Only 19% of our residents belong to the Bryan Place Neighborhood Association. So only
19% are paying for the maintenance of our common entryways which affects all of our property values.
Only 19% are contributing to the publishing of our newsletter. Only 19% are supporting our speaking out
for our neighborhood. Strong neighborhoods are created through participation. The initial impression of a
property buyer is often driven by the neighborhood’s appearance as they drive up to the property for sale.
Your neighborhood association is responsible for the common entryways to Bryan Place. Your
neighborhood association provides opportunities for neighbors to meet each other at sponsored social events.
Even if you own a condo or a townhome and pay home owner association dues, they only support the
maintenance of your facility; however the value of your home is dependent on how well the neighborhood is
maintained. $50 per year is a small price for the collective support the Bryan Place Neighborhood
Association provides to you.

So complete the form below and support your whole neighborhood
Dues are $50.00 per household or $100 for multiple property owners. Please fill this out and mail it along with your
check to: Date: ____________________
BPNA, 3203 Lakenheath Place, Dallas, Texas 75204.
Checks should be made payable to Bryan Place Neighborhood Association.
Last Name: _______________________________________________________________________________________
First Name:_______________________________________________________________________________________
Additional Household Members: ______________________________________________________________________
Address__________________________________________________________________________________________
Phone ________________________________________________ E-mail_____________________________________
Include this information in the directory?: Yes □ No □
Are you a new member?: Yes □ No □
Are you a homeowner? Yes □ No □
NB: Multiple property owners- please attach a list of the additional addresses to this form.

Additional Donations are Greatly Appreciated. Amount: ____________
You can also pay on-line at www.byranplace.net with PayPal Revised: 6/27/2016

